RAMAGYA SCHOOL
Sector- 50, Noida
Vacation Enrichment Programme (Holiday Homework)
June (2017-18)
Class –XI
Dear Parent(s)
Given below is the holiday homework for the summer vacation, 2017. Kindly ensure that the same
is completed before the child re-joins the School after the vacations.
ENGLISH
1. Prepare a speech on ‘The plight of senior citizens in our country’(2 min)
2. Read the novel ’ Centerville Ghost’
3. Prepare a Poster with a catchy slogan to sensitize the general public regarding cruelty
towards animals
4. Do a research on the number of people convicted for crime against animals(min 4 case and
max 6 cases) and prepare an article for the same based on your research.
5. Complete the worksheet in your notebook
ECONOMICS
Prepare a PPT on any one topic taught (IED, Stats)
ACCOUNTS
Prepare notes on Rules of Debit and Credit
BUSINESS STUDIES
Project on Forms of Business Organization
CHEMISTRY

1. Solve NCERT numericals of Ch-2 (structure of atom)
2. Prepare notes of ch-3 classification of elements
PHYSICS
1. Project (working model) along with project file for final practical examination.
2. NCERT exercises of Ch 1,2,3,4 in the notebook
BIOLOGY
1. Prepare notes of ch Animal kingdom
2. Learn the scientific names of all the animals of each and every phylum
MATHEMATICS
Solve all questions of Sets and Relations & Fuctions and Ex 3.1 of Trigonometric Functions
IP
Practice Programming based on Control statement, loops and operations
POLITICAL SCIENCE
1. Learn notes of Political theory, Constitution as Living Documents, Rights

2. Prepare source based questions of all these chapters

HISTORY
1. Learn notes of Ch 1 (From the Beginning of Time) and Ch 2 (Writing of City Life)
2. Practice Source based questions of these chapters
PSYCHOLOGY
Do a book Review on any book based on a Psychological Disorder
FINE ARTS
1. Revise CH 1 and write biography of any one famous artist of India
2. Make any one craft item
3.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
1. Prepare notes of first two units
2. Do practice of AAPHER Test
3. Do the practice of middle and long distance running with cooling down

